Lets Stay and
Hi Everyone,

Stay Creative!

I hope everyone is safe and well at home during this unusual time and keeping up with their home
learning. I miss you all and am looking forward to seeing you back in the art room creating your amazing
pieces of artwork, when possible.
But in the meantime, we have the rare opportunity allow ourselves to be even more creative and explore
various artists and art forms, so I thought I might be useful for me to share some ideas with you, to help
you along the way.
Why not create a sketchbook…

Simply take a large piece of paper three times equally. Once folded, take another piece of paper to use as a
cover and decorate it in any way you like. You can personalise it by sticking shapes, stickers, magazine cuttings
on the front and back. Draw patterns or write your name in bubble writing and colour it in using your
favourite colours. Try out your Graffiti skills!

Some Drawing Ideas...

Sketch a house plant...
If you have a house plant of plants at home, why not
try and make a number of sketches, observing the
whole plant, or closer details like the individual leaves
and patterns. Go further by adding colour and tone.

Try drawing your hand...

Close your eyes and draw a self portrait…

A challenging task with so many shapes and contours,
but good observational practice.

Try creating a continuous line self –portrait by

Remember to keep your ‘non drawing’ hand still,
once you’ve chosen your position, keep on observing
and give it a go!

You may be

closing your eyes and using your imagination.

surprised with how accurate you can make it.
Remember not to take your pen off the paper!

Explore Pattern and Colour...

Make some marks using colour and with a variety of mark making tools, ranging from pencil,
pastel and paint. Express yourselves and enjoy the experience. Think about where these marks,
patterns and colours can take you as a starting point to through the creative process.

Felt tip and Watercolour

Posca Pen, Oil and Chalk Pastel

Poster Paint

Create Your Own Colour Wheel...
Create a range of secondary colours by mixing
two primary colours together at a time.
You can create a colour wheel using any colour
medium such as oil or chalk paste.
Remember to ‘WIPE, WASH, WIPE’ your brushes
to keep your colours pure if you are mixing with
paint, because if you mix the three primary colours together, you will get ‘neutral’ or grey/
brown colours, which are great if you need them
for skin tones of tree bark or stone etc.
Don’t take my word for it, experiment and note
your findings.
Add white to the colours that you have mixed to
create lighter shades, called ‘Tint’.
Try adding a little black each time to darken the
colour, known as ‘Shade’.

Draw your favourite animal and use your colour
mixing skills to colour it in and make it POP!
Just last week, artist Damien Hirst created a rainbow incorporating
butterfly wing patterns, to say thank you to our NHS.

Artist, Damien Hirst

Make Sketchbook Recordings…
During your daily exercise outing, Take your sketchbook along and take the time to record some sketches of plant life
within your local park.
You can then use these sketches as starting point to stimulate your creativity. Below are some recordings created by
our Year Three children...

Make Observational Drawings and Paintings of Fruit and Veg…
Further practise your drawing observational skills by making a number of drawings of fruits or vegetables from different
angles. Cut slices into it and draw the inside, identifying shapes and patterns like the kiwi and orange below...

Have a go at making some quick, expressive
drawings. Draw as many different views as you
can within three minutes.

Try printmaking
with fruits and
vegetables

